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§ :I. Introduction. 

The differential equation;:;;= J(y, x), · in the vicinity of the singularity of the· second 

kind {yfO, x:;:;0), by means of Weierstrass' preparation theorem, can be reduced to the 
\ equation of the following form(I) 

('l, l) dy q(y,xf ,--- = xS yR~ ...... eG(y,:r) 
dx p(y,:i:) ., . 

where S and R are integers, G (y, a:) is regular in the vi<;:inity of (.'/ = 0, .1; = 0), z;(y, a) and 

q(y, :r) are relatively prime singular algebroid polynomial with the vertex'-(y=O, ,1J:::;0), 

and p(0, x), q(O, :i) do not vanish identically. It happens that the function p(y, :r) or 

q{y,x! becomes a constan.t/ but, even in tmrt case, (y:::;0,.:1::::;0) is the singularity of the 

~cond kind of the differential equation. 

Forsyth has shown that, if the equation (1. 1) has a determina1e integral of regular 

cl~ss/2l then, _by means of Newton's polygon method, it ·ca;1 be reduced_ to the equation 

of the type either 
. ' . 

1. ...._t<dv . 11 dv ·av"+pt+ .... 
J: tdt:::;av+pt+ ..•. , or :U:: tKat=bvm+gt+:···' 

where X, m, 1i are positive -integers and a, l;=J=Q,(~\ Besides, he has proved that, -~)le 

equation of the type ][ which has an integral of regular class, i~ reduced to•the equ~tiorr 

-of the type I, when certain conditions upon the coefficients are' satisfied,\4) ' 

In this paper, by means .of Newton's polygon method, we shall establish the ger\~ral 

· theory of reduction of the differential equation in the vicinity of the singularity of the 
. . / . . 

second kind. Without any assumptions wliich Forsyth has laid, we shall obtain the 

final reduced form~ as follows: 

Kdv 
t dt =av+pt+ .... ; )<~2, a=j=0, 

dv · 1 

t dt =vt{iv"+ptm+ ... . ); a,p=j=0, 112'.0, rn>0, and )~1 when n=0, 

dv a~"+pt+ · · · · 
t dt = bvm-t::gt+ .... ; 

dv · "' 
dt -l"vA(av"+ptm+ ... . ) ; 

a,b=!=0; m:2!1, 11~1, ·' 

a, p=j=O, n;;:;p, ni>0, v~, l.~1. 

1), A.R. Forsyth, Theory of Differential Equations, Part II, p. 88. 
2) When a~ integral has an appropriate order in powers _of the independent variable in the 

vicinity ,of the initial values, we caU such an· integral "an integral ot regular clasa." _ 
.3) Forsyth, ibid. p. 1.2.3. 

'4) . Forsyth, ibid. p. 20-4. 
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